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Introduction

• Tomography
• Taking pictures with penetrating force

• X-ray CT Used in medical field
• Neutron tomography developed at NIST

2 map

Learning the specifics of:
• How to create instrumentation for a neutron 

tomographic system
• How to  take images
• How to reconstruct images

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tomography is defined as taking pictures of sections of something with a penetrating force and is our method of collecting images through use of the neutron beamTomography is very common in the medical fieldIt is taken advantage through MRIs and CT scans which help to see into the body without cutting the patient openThe difference between my presentation and Cathy’s is:�*Cathy’s presentation is a different focus than mine, This is what I will be showing you*I will be explaining the process of how I learned how to create and set up instrumentation for a neutron tomography systemI am showing how I achieved my tomography system of taking imagesI am showing the process of creating reconstructed images
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• NGD 
restrictions

• Create 
system at 
NGD

• My role

Neutron Imaging Facility

Prompt Gamma 
Activation Analysis

specifics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compared to BT-2, the sample area at the NGD PGAA isn’t specialized in neutron tomography. The result of this is we use cheaper cameras, small stages, and more.The over arching project goal is to create a neutron tomography system at NGD PGAA to facilitate future gamma ray tomographySpecifically, my role is to understand all of the details of the neutron tomography process at BT-2 *For simplicity, I will be just saying NGD instead of NGD PGAA*



Specifics of Project

• Main Goal:
• Learn from BT-2
• Demonstrate process 

and apply to NGD 
PGAA

• Instrumentation needs:
• XYZ stage (left)
• Rotational stage (right)
• Camera
• Control Software

4 adapter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My project was to learn how neutron tomography works at BT-2 to apply it at NGD PGAA, I’ll explain this more on the next slideThe instruments I used for this project consisted of the XYZ stage on the left…The rotational stage on the right, which was in charge of rotating the object for scanningAnd of course the camera to take the picturesAlso the control software to tie it all together



Creating Adapters by 3D printing

• Inventor CAD software
• XYZ sits on top of rotary

• Copied rotary layout
• Middle holes go through bottom

• Head can’t stick out

5 LabView

• XYZ sits below rotary
• Top holes fit on rotary

• XYZ screws in front hole panel
• Restricts XYZ vertical movement

Bottom Mount

Top Mount

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*These adapters are not being used currently, but they were made to give us more options for scanning.*I used Inventor, which is a computer aided design software to create both adaptersIn this adapter, the XYZ stage is meant to mount on top of the rotary stageI copied the face hole pattern of the rotary stageThe 4 middle holes allow the XYZ stage to be screwed in through the bottomThe challenge here was to push in the holes deep enough so that they wouldn’t stick out through the bottom, so I pushed in their holes a few centimeters



Control Software
• Made on LabView

• Versatile visual programming language
• Motion Control: Rotary rotates 1.1 degrees per step
• Take a projection image and save onto computer
• Do this for the entire 360 deg rotation
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1.1 step size

scanning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Each part works individually, this program is meant to allow them to work together**Tomography programs already exist and are being used at BT-2 for imaging, but the instrument control methods are not easily duplicated*We made the control software using LabView, a versatile visual programming language often used in robotics*The program works basically by connecting boxes together to form a string of different commands*Through the program, the rotary stage is told to rotate 1.1 degrees and then the camera is instructed to take a number of picturesThe pictures will be averaged later to reduce noise and artifacts



How Neutron Images Are Taken
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• Neutron Beam is absorbed by the 
scintillator

• Converts into visible light
• Light hits mirror and is reflected

• Camera is able to capture light 
and forms an image

*NIST does not endorse BLU or their 
products

sinograms

Mirror reflection 
captured

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the beam collimator is turned on, the beam shoots through the e-cigarette and is absorbed by the scintillatorThe scintillator converts the neutrons into visible lightThe light reflects off the mirror and the camera is able to capture an image*This continues until images are taken at every angle all the way around the e-cigarette*
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Suppose the detector area is 
1000 pixel horizontal x 500 
pixels vertical:

Cut into 500 
rows

Each row is 1000 pixels

Each row has 360  projections

360 projections are 
stacked to make a 
sinogram

θ1 θ2 θ3...

Sinograms

θ1
θ2
θ3...

1000 pixels

50
0 

pi
xe

ls

Mathematically 
back projected 
into 500 2D slices

Stack all 500 2D 
slices to get a 3D 
image pictures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Sinograms are an essential part of reconstruction, and I will be explaining them here*Looking at this squash, suppose we cut it into 500 pieces, and each row is 1000 pixels and we will use these dimensions as the detector areaEach slice that we cut is actually 360 projectionsFor all of the 500 cuts we made, every 360 projections are created into one individual sinogramThrough a mathematical process called filtered back projection,(That I won’t bore you with, I used a program called reconstructCT to achieve this) the 500 sinograms are converted into 2D slices and then stacked back togetherBy stacking all of the slices, you have a 3D volume, as you can see with the 3D squash model on the bottom left



NGD Pictures

Camera 
mounted on 
top of frame

Rotary 
stage inside 
of frame

Lead bricks act 
as gamma 
radiation 
shielding

9 L/D

Shows resolution values for 
different beam apertures

Camera hooked up to frame, 
specimen placed inside along with 
adapters 

Beam collimator used 
for testing

BT-2 Pictures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are just a few pictures I took while I was in the NGDYou can see the camera mounted on top like in the diagramAlso notice the lead bricks acting as gamma ray shieldingThese are more pictures I took at BT-2Here is a chart that shows several different parameters for each beam aperturesHere is a picture showing a better look at the frame without the shielding, the mirror is actually inside the black box



Parameters affecting image resolution

Distance (L) X

Diameter(D)

Beam
 

Collim
ator

O
bject
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L/D: Larger -> Better resolution

Test Obj

Im
aging plane

BT2 NGD
L (m) 6.75 0.53
D (mm) 15 20
L/D 450 26.5
X (mm) < 10 ~ 400

X:   smaller -> less blurring

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*This is a rough estimate, take it as you will** I wanted to show more of the big difference between BT-2 and NGD*L/D is defined as distance of beam/diameter of beamThis results in a number representing resolution of imagesBased on the known L/D ratio at BT-2, we can estimate the value of L.So all we had to do was take 450 and multiply it by 15, then we get 6750 but that’s in millimeters so we divide by 1000 and we get 6.75 mFor NGD we estimated the L/D ratio based on measured distances.As you can see, the L/D value for NGD is significantly lower and is due to many different parametersThe distance of the object and the imaging plane is a lot bigger at NGD, and will result in a lot more blurring and lower quality images



Test object: E-Cigarette 
• Reasons for choosing this specimen:

• “About 3 million—or 20 percent—of 
high school students are vaping, 
according to the findings. In contrast, 
last year 1.73 million—or 11.7 
percent—used e-cigarettes, 
according to recently published 
federal data.”

• Demonstrate process
• Learn the differences between 

neutron and x-ray tomography
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*NIST does not endorse BLU or their 
products

Taking 
aparthttps://drugfree.org/learn/drug-and-alcohol-news/e-cigarette-use-spikes-among-high-school-students/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
E-cigarettes are extraordinarily popular amongst youth, they are a big health problem amongst high schoolers especiallyWe want to demonstrate the process of a non-destructive reconstruction, it would be interesting to see the internalsWe want to show the differences between the imaging methods of neutron and x-ray

https://drugfree.org/learn/drug-and-alcohol-news/e-cigarette-use-spikes-among-high-school-students/


Taking it Apart
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Heating CoilLiquidCasing Battery
Neutron

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*I know I mentioned that we didn’t want to take it apart, but we wanted to compare our 3D model with the real life thing*We took apart another e-cigarette so we could see the internalsThis also helped me understand what I should be looking for in the modelA really interesting and pretty nasty experience



Side View of The Model
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Cross-section view

Attenuation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*Here we can see a side view of our reconstructed model, this is from our neutron scan*This gives us a clear view into the internalsSuch as the battery and some of the wiringWe are able to compare our own model with the real life thing to see if it is accurate



Understanding The Difference
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Attenuation:

How much of the beam a material can 
absorb

Certain materials can be seen better with each beam

High Attenuation

Low Attenuation

Segment

Combining both can help with reconstruction

X-ray

Neutron

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*So we have neutron, but BT-2 has their own set of instruments that bring in a whole new variable to the reconstruction**Through BT-2 we are able to take advantage of x-ray imaging to provide us with even more to work with**Neutron and X-ray imaging are different in the way they handle attenuation*Attenuation is what causes the difference between neutron and x-ray imaging, it is how much the material can absorb of the beamX-ray imaging overall is better at seeing higher atomic number material, such as lead and silicon because of the way they interact with electronsOn the other hand, neutron imaging is generally speaking better at seeing lower atomic number elements because of they way they interact with the nucleus*Comparing these two images, you can see how neutron and x-ray see different things*The advantage of combining the two will net us with a complementary result



Segmentation
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Based on my observation…

This green segment would 
be metal, because of the 
visibility of some of the 
wiring and components.

This blue segment would 
be plastic, because it 
gives us more material.

X-
ra

y

Neutron X-ray

Neutron

Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*This will look very familiar after seeing this from Cathy’s presentation*I used the same segmentation software to attempt and break apart the model to see certain types of componentsIn the green segmentation, we can a clear thin outer line of metal casing, and some of the wiring of the internalsIt is a little distorted around the end, where more plastic shows upOn the other hand, the blue segmentation gives us more to seeThis is mostly showing the casing, this is why I believe that this is plasticThe neutron beam is seeing the lower density material, and is able to see the plastic casing



Summary
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• Learning the process of tomography, 
looking at both hardware and software

• Explain the differences between NGD 
and BT-2

• Understanding how reconstruction works 
and showing data

Progress



Progress

• Neutron tomography image 
taken at BT-2

• Limited resolution
• Attempted again at NGD
• Similar results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image was taken at BT-2 with our camera from the NGDThis shows a limited length and resolution of image, but it is proof that our system is coming togetherWhen tried the same thing at NGD, we produced a similar result but with lower resolutionThis is a step in the right direction towards building a better tomography system at NGD*This is an ongoing process, my project was just a small stepping stone in a big change for NGD PGAA, we hope to one day have the ability to run a system of tomography similar to BT-2, and I am grateful to have played a role in that happening*
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